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panama canal | 2022 - 2023
Princess® is the #1 cruise line in the Panama Canal, a man-made marvel best experienced by ship. We were 
the first to take guests through the locks in 1967, and we continue to take more guests through the Canal 
each year than any other cruise line. Choose between an ocean-to-ocean cruise, which transits three sets 
of locks, or our roundtrip cruise from Ft. Lauderdale, which combines the experience of a Canal transit with 
relaxing on beaches of the Caribbean and a taste of Central America.

TOP-RATED 
PANAMA CANAL 
CRUISE LINES

CRUISE CRITIC

at a glance
2 ways to see the Panama Canal 

(Roundtrip from Ft. Lauderdale, 
Ocean-to-Ocean from Ft. Lauderdale to 
San Francisco or Los Angeles)

38 transits through 
the new locks

5 transits through 
the historic locks

16 destinations

6 itineraries

3 departure ports 
Ft. Lauderdale, Los Angeles, 
San Francisco

26 departures

9 countries

5 UNESCO world 
heritage sites

4 MedallionClass® ships 
Caribbean Princess,® Emerald Princess,® 
Island Princess,® Ruby Princess®

Princess is staying atop health and safety protocols in its continuing effort to minimize the risk of exposure to COVID-19, which may impact its voyages and offerings, including amenities and 
itineraries. All U.S. voyages are subject to CDC Cruise Travel Advice which is available at princess.com/advisory
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why Princess® is the best choice 
to see the panama canal
1 #1 Cruise line sailing 

the Panama Canal
We are the #1 cruise line sailing the Panama Canal bringing more passengers 
through the Panama Canal than any other cruise line. Princess has been 
crossing the canal for over 50 years, and our onboard destination experts 
explain the history and culture of Panama over the ship’s intercom as you 
cross the canal! Choose from two itineraries: a 10-day cruise that sails 
roundtrip from Ft. Lauderdale and lets you experience the Panama Canal locks 
and explore Caribbean islands or a 15-day Ocean-to-Ocean cruise that sails 
between Ft. Lauderdale and either San Francisco or Los Angeles – and offers 
a full transit of the Panama Canal.

2 A marvel of engineering
Sail through history and experience the world’s greatest shortcut with the 
destination best seen by ship. Get up close to the historic canal locks or 
experience the new locks, which opened in 2016, and marvel as your ship is 
raised and lowered in the locks by gravity alone! Every option includes scenic 
cruising through Gatun Lake and optional excursions that provide deeper 
exploration into the engineering and history behind the building of the Canal.

3 Enriching cultural experiences
There is something for every type of explorer in this culturally diverse region. 
We craft our Panama Canal itineraries to highlight the best of bucket-list 
destinations in Central America, South America, Mexico and the Caribbean. 
You’ll be enchanted by Spanish and Dutch cities dating back centuries, as well 
as diverse tropical rainforests, white-sand beaches, dramatic volcanoes and 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

4 Pristine rainforests & 
incredible wildlife
Explore lush rainforests filled with ecological wonders and unique wildlife. 
Interact with incredible animals in the wild on Animal Planet™ recommended 
shore excursions. Visit a sloth sanctuary to experience incredible tree-dwelling 
sloths, or soar over the rainforest in an open aerial tram.

Unlock the wonder of the 
OceanMedallion®

Enjoy more time to do what you love with Princess® MedallionClass,™ available 
on all sailings. It begins with your OceanMedallion,™ a quarter-size device that 
never needs to be turned off or on. All you have to do is wear it and almost 
anything you want is at your fingertips — a burger and beer, directions to your 
favorite show, faster boarding, even casino games.

BEST 
CRUISE LINE FOR 

ENRICHMENT

CRUISE INTERNATIONAL
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